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and women turned their backs for ever upon the complacent
churches and the political parties that tolerated such conditions,
and determined to dedicate their lives to the task of trying to create
a new economic system which might make it possible for the
workers of the land to have life a little more abundantly? The
memory of the privations and the social indignities that I saw and
experienced as a child still arouses in me an unabated resentment,
and I am thankful that long before I knew the cause of and the
possible remedies for the suffering around me, I hated the system
which produced and defended it, with an intensity which has
never diminished.
Most men to-day can look back to happy days of childhood; to
games well played, and to times of joy and laughter. I have no
such memories. The children of my day and status were born to
work and privation, and their chances of recreation were small
indeed. I never learned to dance or to play even the simplest of
games, and I quickly and completely lost all desire for diversion
of that kind. For farm lads, engaged at heavy labour for long
hours on six days in each week, Sundays provided the only posible
time when games might have been played and enjoyed; but there
was no sun in their Sunday: the hours of that day of solemn respite
from labour were devoted to seeking forgiveness for their sins!
Yet, although we small boys could not then count our blessings
one by one, we were nevertheless better treated than were the boys
of the previous generation. No longer were we forced to climb up
and clean chimneys from the inside; and we were spared some of
the more degrading forms of juvenile employment. 'So late us
1870,' says Professor Walker, 'children were employed in the
brickyards in England, under strange taskmasters, at three and a
half years of age. Account is given of a boy weighing fifty-two
pounds, whose daily task covered fourteen miles; one-half of this
with a load of clay weighing forty pounds upon his head/ l British
employers, managed somehow to tolerate these conditions, while
at the same time believing that * Whoso shall offend one of these
little ones . . . it were better for him that a millstone were hanged
about his neck, and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea/ *
Further particulars of this case are given in Professor Walker's
book, The Wages Question. 'At the meeting of the Social Science
Association in 1870, Mr. George Smith presented a lump of cluy
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